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The future of agriculture: time to stop the delirium of urban elites



1. The problem: agriculture is no longer sustainable both

in developed and developing countries

2. The changing role of agriculture in the last century: (i) from

a driver of rural development; (ii) to a compartment feeding

the cities; (iii) to a component of the global agri-business

3.  Can we stop the delirium of urban élites?



1. The problem: agriculture is no longer sustainable both

in developed and developing countries



The Netherlands

In their heroic struggle 

against the see, the Dutch 

finally won.   But. . .

Flevoland



After centuries of wars to conquire land, today, in Europe, increasing 

the amount of agricultural land in production would represent a liability!

#1 - nobody wants to go there to become a farmer!

#2 - even worse: “thanks God they do not go there!”

1) it would be a major burden on the economy (subsidies) and on the 
environment (more N and P leakage).

2) in Europe, agriculture is the economic sector with the highest economic 
investment per worker, the lowest economic return on the investment, and 
the highest environmental impact per job provided to the society.

3)  delivering services to rural communities is much more expensive 
than to urban communities



The results of current technological

development of agriculture . . .

Land without farmers

Farmers without land



2. The changing role of agriculture in the last century:

(i) from a driver of rural development;

(ii) to a functional sector feeding the cities; 

(iii) to a component of international agri-business
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human control

harvested biomass

niches

populations

Low External Input Agriculture

POOR PRODUCTIVITY

You produce: 

1 ton of grain/ha

1 kg of grain per hour of labor

* GOOD for the environment

* LOW density of population

* POOR rural communities



PRIMARY FOOD SOURCE

PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCE

The social perception

of primary sources

of relevant flows before

the industrial revolution

PRIMARY 

MONEY SOURCE



With oil we could

moved to linearization! 
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after Vaclav Smil 2003 Energy at the Crossroads, The MIT press

(Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3)
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harvested biomass

human control

pollution

fertilizers

High External Input Agriculture

GOOD PRODUCTIVITY

You produce: 

8 tonnes of grain/ha

800 kg of grain per hour of labor

* BAD for the environment

* HIGH density of population

* rural communities DEPEND

ON SUBSIDIES
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2005

in order to become “developed” an

economy must get rid of its farmers!



“the agricultural innovation treadmill”

1. Many small farms all produce the same product;

2. Because not one of them can affect the price, all will produce as 

much as possible against the going price;

3. A new technology enables innovators to capture a windfall profit;

4. After some time, others follow (‘diffusion of innovations’);

5. Increasing production and/or efficiency drives down prices;

6. Those who have not yet adopted the new technology must 

now do so lest they lose income (price squeeze);

7. Those who are too old, sick, poor or indebted to innovate eventually 

have to leave the scene. Their resources are absorbed by those who 

make the windfall profits 

 this is called ‘scale enlargement’ or ‘farmers elimination’.

Analysis developed by Cochrane (Univ. Of Minnesota) in 1958! 

How to eliminate farmers using the market



Not 
Colonized
Agriculture

Urban

Industrial

Leisure

Pattern of land uses in Catalonia
land use/cover  human activity

Total Available Land - 3,210,000 ha

100%

97% of GDP

95 % of Energy Consumption

Non-managed Land - 1,980,000 ha

62%

Managed Land - 1,230,000 ha

38%

Urban Areas - 127,000 ha

4%
Rural Areas - 1,104,000 ha

34%

* Industry ----- 1%

* Services ---- 1%

* Residential - 2%



Using benchmark-densities to define the economic relevance of land use

Madrid

Paris

London

Barcelona Milan

Roma



PRIMARY FOOD SOURCE

PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCE

The social perception

of primary sources

of relevant flows after

the industrial revolution

PRIMARY 

MONEY SOURCE



The narrative about the future used by mainstream economists

EXPECTED DIRECTION OF
ECONOMIC GROWTH

> 3% per year forever



Welcome to the era of 

“Ponzi Scheme Economics”!



Global debt has increased by $57 trillion since 2007, outpacing world GDP growth

246 269 286

Gloobal stock of debt outstanding by type

US$ trillion, constant 2013 exchange rate

February 2015

Total debt

as % of GDP

+ 57 trillion

87

142

199

2000 2007 2Q 2014

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/economic_studies/debt_and_not_much_deleveraging

199 trillion =

286% world GDP



February 2015

Only the rich can

go into debt!

Taking from the poor

giving to the rich . . .



The last blow to

agriculture . . .

From:  local agriculture

To:      world agribusiness



http://www.worldatlas.com/articles/the-american-food-giant-the-largest-exporter-of-food-in-the-world.html 

Arable land 
hectares

p.c.   total 

0.06     0.9 M

1.25     45.7

0.93     27.9 

73.6

It is no longer agriculture it is 
manufacturing based on import



http://nos.nl/artikel/171779-onderzoek-veel-boerderijen-te-koop.html

An additional 17,000 – 19,000 are expected to disappear before 2030

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Agricultural_census_in_the_Netherlands

In the period 2000-2010 the number of farmers decreased of 23%



PRIMARY FOOD SOURCE

PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCE
PRIMARY 

MONEY SOURCE

The social perception

of primary sources

of relevant flows among

urban elites . . .

!



“According to Freud psychotic delirium (different from neurotic fantasy), 

is crucially concerned with the breakdown and recreation of whole 

worlds.  Delirium is systemic, not representative. It seeks to refashion 

the world rather than interpret it.”  (Melinda Cooper)

Ponzi Scheme Economics and

the “delirium of urban elites”

Making debt reflects a belief that surplus will be created (to repay the 

debt!).  Then the debt will re-enter into “the external world” in the 

form of innovations capable of changing it.

Any massive creation of debt is a belief that a new reality can be

created according to market wishes.



technological innovation fetishism



Market capitalization: 300 billion US$

Market capitalization: 150 billion US$

12,700 jobs

344,000 jobs

http://www.vaclavsmil.com/wp-content/uploads/Spectrum.manuf_.pdf

In 2015
24  MUS$  1 job

0.4 MUS$  1 job



3.  Can we stop the delirium of urban élites?

Yes but we have to regain both “meaning” and “identity”



What is the meaning of “food” for consumers and producers?

CHOSING BETWEEN TWO MAIN NARRATIVES

A. food is something “special” associated with our identity;

B. food is just a “commodity”.

IF IT IS SPECIAL – A. what is special about food and

what are the implications?

IF IT IS JUST A COMMODITY – B. what are the

attributes of this commodity and what are the implications?

http://glamur.eu/



A. IF food is “special” because of HISTORY or PLACE

THEN the identity of food products reflects:

1. the “special” preferences (identity) of the consumers

2. the “special” characteristics (identity) of the producers

History and Place matter – food products help preserving identities

The consumers express their identity (taste) and moral values by

chosing these products

The consumers reinforce the reproduction of the process of production

The producers take pride in their work because it is appreciated and

makes it possible to make a decent living

Special aspects



B. IF food is just a “commodity”

THEN the identity of both the place and history is irrelevant

Food is associated with a standard set of attributes of performance: 

1. reliable supply;  2. safety; 3. affordability; 4. taste; 

History and place do not matter

The identity of both the consumers and the producers do not matter

They are told what to do, how and when: the supply has to be 

reliable and programmed

Price defines their options space.  Because of subsidies and regulations

farmers are never playing a level field.

They must comply with standards so they must hide special

characteristics from their products

Implications for the farmers



Imposing its own

identity to the context

Identity generated by

special processes and

relations with a given

PLACE & HISTORY

“SPECIAL PRODUCTS”

Getting its identity

from the context

Identity recorded in

a blue-print about how

to produce “anywhere”

EXTENSIVE ADAPTATION

COMMODITIES

CLOSED

Small Geographic Domain

Local Production-Consumption

OPEN

Large Geographic Domain

Local Production  Export
Industrial organic

High External Input Agriculture

Market/Subsidies driven

Low External Input Agriculture

Marginal farming systems

DOP/GIS/TSG exports

(community based)

DOP/GIS/TSG 

imports/exports

(market product)

Organic (local community)

Local Farm Markets

Long or short

“food chain”?

http://glamur.eu/

OK but

limited

It requires rich

consumers

Getting

extinct

It requires control

on environmental

and social impact

http://glamur.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/glamur-wp5-integrated-assessment-report.pdf



The existing trend of technical development of 

“production systems” in agriculture is not likely 

to last in the third millennium 

The two magic words for the future of rural development are:

Multifunctionality

Reconnection with urban society

accepting the challenge associated with 

*  multi-functionality of the rural landscape (= not only farming);

*  integration with the urbanized population (= not only urban elites)

is not only a good idea, but a necessity.  

The sooner we start discussing and learning how to deal with it

the better.



making the right choice requires wisdom, 

visions, values, and above all that we care for 

the farmers, the environment, our health,

our culture, our identity, the future of our

children . . .

a boost in productivity or a higher return on 

the investment in agricultural production

within the “business as usual” narrative of 

progress will not do it

CONCLUSION



1. Food is not a commodity, it cannot be a commodity, it should

not be considered a commodity when discussing policies

3. The separation of our society in: 

(i)  “second-rate rural communities supposed to produce

food commodities for feeding the cities”; and

(ii) “urban elites taking care of business” 

is both immoral and stupid.

It is time to reflect . . .

2. The services of ecosystems cannot be replaced, therefore they

should not be monetarized. They must be protected and respected


